
 

 

“My Innings Along with Engineering”  

by Shri Dwarkanath Sanzgiri, Writer, Anchor, Journalist and Ret. Chief Engineer of 

BMC online interviewed by Shri Candrashekhar Kulkarni, Sr. Journalist on 14th August 

2020 at 6.00 PM 

 

 

In the interactive webinar session as “My Innings Along with Engineering” by shri 

Dwarkanath Sanzgiri Writer, Anchor, Journalist and Ret. Chief Engineer of BMC shared 

his experience as an Engineer in BMC and how he spent time for his interest in cricket 

and hobby of writing. Shri Dwarkanath Sanzgiri sir proved with his own experience that 

It is possible to be successful due to interest in the work and ready to do hard work. With 

the interest in cricket he started writing article on match summary in his own style and 

later his writing style becomes his own identity. He shared various moments of the great 

cricket players like Shri Sachin Tendulkar, Shri Sunil Gavaskar etc. Shri Dwarkanath 

Sanzgiri explained how cricket format and culture is changing from Test to 20-20 format.  

 

 

About the Speaker 

 

Shri Dwarkanath Sanzgiri was born in Mumbai and completed schooling from King George High 

School. He completed his engineering from VJTI in Civil Engineering. He worked as chief engineer at 

Mumbai Municipal Corporation. He is a writer on cricket and other sports, social issues, films, humor, 

travel and tourism. Shri Dwarkanath Sanzgiri has written more than 25 books on various topics. He also 

writes in many newspapers including Loksatta, Saamna, Tarun Bharat, Aaj Dinank, Sanj 

Loksatta, Sakal, Pudhari, MidDay. He also writes in magazines like Lokprabha, Deeplaxmi, Shree, Chitra 

lekha, and Ekach Shatkar. He has received awards such as “Late Vishwanath Vable Award for 

Sportswriting”, “Vruthepatra Lekhan Sangha Award”, “Maharashtra State Award for Literature” and many 

more.  

 

About the Interviewer  

 

Shri. Chandrashekhar Kulkarni worked for more than three decades in journalism and having extensive 

experience across content, digital, and media. He has been associated with the prominent newspapers 

which include Maharashtra Times, Loksatta, Sakal, and Lokmat. He has been a panelist on numerous TV 

news channels for a number of years now, and a recipient of multiple awards. 

 

ENGINEERIG base gives better opportunities for many professions/ business  

 

Shri Dwarkanath Sanzgiri completed his Civil engineering from VJTI helps him to join as Engineer in 

BMC, Mumbai. In his service tenure he designed and developed many projects in BMC. One of the well-

known project as Madhya Vaitarna Dam which supply water to Mumbai, its design to development is 

completed by him.  

 

Mange passion and profession  

 

Shri Dwarkanath Sanzgiri sir very rightly said, spent time on your interested things or hobbies and 

develop them. It requires to do a lot hard work and time that need to give. It may take daily working 

time more than 16 hours.    
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To be focused and work hard to maintain professionalism  

 

To complete work as per requirement sometimes it require to work very hard and beyond stipulated 

time. Also need to develop quality work habit so that it helps you to meet last moment 

requirements/deadlines.    

 

Writing style as a Journalist  

 

As per the culture, current scenario, and generations is always part of his writing, it will be accepted and 

liked by majority of people. Shri Dwarkanath Sanzgiri sir developed his own humorous style of writing 

by mentioning situations, and characters from Mahabhart and Ramayan in the articles. That’s the reason 

he says that surrounding environment help you to do better work.   


